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Next steps - required investment
To implement the next steps the following investment is required:



100,000 Euros this year (of which 50,000 by the end of October)



200,000 Euros in 2019 (100,000 in March and 100,000 in July)

These amounts can be applied by turbo building blocks and / or silent partners.
With the turbo building blocks,MYWEBSPORT-systems are pre-financed or
intermediately-financed for interested billiard clubs for a test phase.
The interest for the turbo building blocks is 5% and is guaranteed by revenues from
the maintenance fee, the usage fee and - as explained above - even more by the
new banner ads.
The risk for all involved is constantly reduced. This benefits MYWEBSPORT itself
and of course the investors.

"The investment of the shareholders brought me here, thank you very much for
this trust - Now it's about the last push that brings the breakthrough.
If you want to be part of it, who likes to support this last kick, who wants to
know more - call me, write to me - I am available for all information and views. "
If you are interested, you can request the cotract about silent partnership and the
agreement for the turbo building blocks at info@mywebsport.com.

__________________________________________________
Current situation
The recently completed steps and what is currently happening can best be
expressed by the following keywords:


Close cooperation with the billiards World Association UMB



3CC WORLD MASTERS in Seoul in July 2018, an official tournament in
cooperation between MYWEBSPORT and the UMB with the top 20 players in
the world rankings. 200.000 Euro prize money.



Close cooperation with the South Korean, Greek and Turkish Federations



Installation of the banner in the livestream



Tournament series with the UMB fixed for 2019



Notable increase in international interest.

The new banner in livestream makes an attractive earning opportunity for the clubs
with MYWEBSPORT. These will be a major earnings asset for many clubs in the
future. The most asked question of the interested club officials: "Can the club earn
money with MYWEBSPORT?" can finally be answered with "YES".

Jimmy

